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100 PPC clicks might cost $39
Profit per puzzle =$8  
You need to sell 5 to make a profit. Expensive.
Free organic rankings
We set up a strategy to grab free searches.
These are long tail terms and brand terms that
you can rank more easily at the top of Google.

Measure your competitors web sites.
Now you know EXACTLY what you need
to do to outrank them in Google

When you know, you
can laser target them
and get a huge boost
in conversions from 
visitors to buyers.

Your top 100 words in Google
versus your top 3 competitors.

This powerful screen is a
comprehensive snapshot of
your total search engine visibilty
today.

Column 1Column 1
Number of monthly searches

Column 2,3,4,5
Shows you versus your
competition in Google

This forms the basis for a very
effective campaign to power up
your website  and to explodeyour website  and to explode
your online sales.

Finally, line up your top competition.
Measure HOW they are beating you.
Set up your plan to overtake them 
and dominate Google.

Define the profile of
your target market
Family at home?
Mature women?

Where are they clicking?
Move those hotspots to 
the top of the page and get them
clicking where you want them to.

Where are they dropping
out of the buying cycle?
Slow check out?
Unresponsive registration page?
Are prices turning them away?
Fixing ANY of these has a big
impact on sales.impact on sales.

Do you know what they’re doing when they land on your page?

Jigsaw puzzle marketing

Who is linking to them? (That’s what drives their rankings)
We’ll get the same links.
And we’ll add our powerful link network of jigsaw puzzles sites.

How many words do they use? 
Too few or too many makes  a big impact in rankings.

What else is hidden on their page?
We’ll dig out all the little things that help their site. We’ll dig out all the little things that help their site. 
And then beat them. 


